July 22nd, 2019
To All Who Populate The HEAL Watch-List:
The HEAL watch-list is found at http://www.heal-online.org/thelist.htm and if you are
reading this message as a result of being on that watch-list then this message is intended
for you.
You can find evidence and documentation of fraud, abuse, torture (i.e. water-boarding at
a facility in Florida, use of prolonged solitary confinement, social deprivation, etc.), rape,
human trafficking, and even homicide occurring at programs, facilities, retreats, and more
that populate the HEAL watch-list. HEAL cites our sources and we believe often from
an objective perspective as well as subjective perspective that our information is accurate
to the best of our knowledge.
Former clients, victims, and survivors of various entities that populate the HEAL watchlist contact HEAL for assistance. Often due to delayed reporting and jurisdictional
issues, they can't get justice even though subjectively and even objectively (without
regard to the statutes of limitation that reasonably exist due to the right to a speedy trial,
due process, and other considerations) given the nature of the crimes and the
circumstances of the victims those with compassion feel they still deserve justice though
the justice system can no longer provide the option as a result of delayed reporting. Said
delayed reporting results in forfeiture of justice objectively but does not resolve the
feelings or sense of injustice resulting from the harm that has gone without redress.
While former clients, victims, and survivors can't get objective official redress where
they've forfeited justice as a result of delayed reporting, to heal they still need a way to
get their perspective on the record for closure so they can move on. HEAL recommends
they still file reports with the proper authorities and at least their home state's attorney
general particularly where an interstate compact agreement was involved in their
enrollment. These complaints will be part of a public record that could be used to help
establish a pattern of misconduct should other victims report in a timely fashion. So,
while getting justice for themselves individually may be out of the realm of possibility in
consideration of due process and right to a speedy trial, they can get their experience on
the public record from their perspective which could assist others who report in a timely
fashion with getting justice.
For additional former clients, victims, and survivors we at HEAL do allot for their
submitting under penalty of perjury statements and independently verifiable information
regarding entities that populate the HEAL watch-list. And, we believe their voicing
themselves for the arguable court of public opinion may assist with closure where other
options are no longer available to feel a sense of justice. We've found that this results in
a sense of validation, relief, and support that HEAL creates a relatively safe space for
self-expression for those who seek justice too late often as a result of PTSD.

HEAL is both an artful activist and artistic advocacy network. We believe both comedy
and artistic expression help alleviate and manage PTSD symptoms. And, we're always
open to considering additional reliably sourced facts.
We ask that all who populate our watch-list understand our mission and the reasonable
basis for our concerns in regards to widespread human trafficking in the academic and
healthcare sectors as confirmed by the Department of Health and Human Services and
you can find the full report on that linked at http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm
(bottom of page) and other pages of our site. And, we ask that you consider "The
TRUTH" article available at http://www.heal-online.org/thelist.htm and other pages of
our site as well.
HEAL operates legally in every way and that's part of our official policies at
http://www.heal-online.org/policies.pdf. We provide an outlet for those who need one
who might otherwise turn to vigilantism as we've seen some victims of the industry do
including the Arcade Shooter in Jacksonville who was a victim of RedCliff Ascent. And,
we can debate all day about pre-existing conditions and natural inclinations. But, the fact
is that without an outlet like HEAL, regardless of why the rage exists, there would likely
be more violent outbursts like in Jacksonville where self-expression is otherwise
censored and the sense of injustice has morphed into a sense of wrath (righteous or selfrighteous). So, we see HEAL has a public good in exposing fraud, abuse, human
trafficking, modern slavery, and providing a needed venue for self-expression for those
who may become destructive where said outlet isn't provided.
We're doing our best to please everyone who contacts us for help. Many in the industry
asked we create a rating system and we did that. The industry also repeatedly asked that
we name a worst program and we've done that to an extent in identifying Sacred Breath
Academy with information at http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm. And, that is
because it is unlicensed, unaccredited, with no qualified staff, ties to multiple bad players
on the watch-list and more including Jeffrey Epstein, and was the most unprofessional
program we've ever interacted with in correspondence with the most oppressive
intentions in regards to how they attacked HEAL. Even David Bolthouse just put up an
anti-HEAL website and was pretty corporate-nice in all our exchanges via e-mail. He
didn't say we didn't have a right to free speech or our honest opinion. Provo Canyon
School/UHS of Provo Canyon was being investigated for fraud by the Department of
Justice when they filed their Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation against
HEAL to try to force us to remove our content on their program. They claimed in their
suit against us that our statement that they were fraudulent was false and libelous. But,
their conviction and fines for fraud by the Department of Justice evidences HEAL was
reporting accurately which is why that was a SLAPP suit and we still have the info up
about Provo Canyon School. But, Sacred Breath Academy attempted or did use a friend
of sorts as a human shield to try to manipulate us into taking the information down about
them from our site and had that friend perjure himself to try to force us to take our site
down about Sacred Breath Academy. No other program on our watch-list has pulled
anything that dirty or cruel with HEAL before, not one. They did do similar things when
we were enrolled in their programs for those of us who were though.

Eagle Ranch Academy did have a girl tell her mother that her mother wouldn't be able to
contact her again unless her mother got HEAL to remove all information about their
program from the HEAL site. But, we didn't and we got the girl out anyway. So, it was a
nice try and still very emotionally manipulative and coercive. And, HEAL believes we
should all lead by example and that if programs are manipulative and coercive than that's
the leadership style they are promoting to others which results in a lot more manipulation
and coercion of everyone so is not good.
We are reasonable people at HEAL and sometimes express ourselves with "Alex Jones"type flare or have "Alex Jones Moments". But, if you are concerned you will be talked
over or not heard, it is best to communicate via e-mail or in writing. We'll read through
all of it and if you clearly state you don't want the exchange shared with third-parties then
we'll respect your wishes.
You can reach HEAL at:
info@heal-online.org
HEAL
126 SW 148th St,
Ste C100-422
Seattle, WA 98166-1984
Fax: (877)845-8465
Ph: (877)845-3232 (calls may be recorded)
Sincerely,
The HEAL Team

